“GATOR CHOMP”

CASSINGLE: "Gator Chomp" by Highway 41, Chrome 1032 93.4 Easy Fun (Available at local S & S Food Stores) Pop music

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney

INTRO: Wait 32 beats / Start with LEFT foot

==================================================================

PART A  (32 BEATS):

(2) “OUTHHOUSE” --- DS TCH(OTS) TCH(XIF) TCH(OTS)
L    R    R    R

(1) “SLUR BRUSH COWBOY” --- DS SLUR(XIB) DS BR(UP)(turn ¼ left)
L    R    L    R
DS(turn ¼ left) RS RS RS
R    LR  LR  LR  LR

(1) REPEAT ABOVE 16 BEATS TO FACE FRONT

==================================================================

PART B  (16 BEATS):

(4) “BASICS” --- DS RS
L  RL

(1) “ROCK STEPS” --- ROCK(forward) STEP ROCK(back) STEP
L    R    L    R

(1) “FANCY DOUBLE” --- DS DS RS RS
L    R    LR  LR

==================================================================

CHORUS  (32 BEATS):

(1) “GATOR CHOMP” --- CHOMP CHOMP (chomp like the Gators)
hands  hands

(1) “BASIC” --- DS RS
L    RL

(1) REPEAT GATOR CHOMP AND BASIC (start with right foot)

(2) “STOMP DOUBLE” --- ST DS DS RS
L    R    L    RL

(1) REPEAT ABOVE 16 BEATS FACING FRONT

==================================================================

PART C  (16 BEATS):

(1) “DOUBLE SLUR” --- DS SLUR(XIB) DS SLUR(XIB)
L    R    L    R

(1) “TRIPLE” --- DS DS DS RS
L    R    L    RL

(1) REPEAT ABOVE 8 BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK

==================================================================
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“GATOR CHOMP” (CONT’D)

(1) REPEAT PART A
(1) REPEAT PART B
(1) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) REPEAT PART C
(1) REPEAT PART A
(1) REPEAT PART B
(2) REPEAT CHORUS*** *** --- (turn ¼ left on the Stomp Doubles)
(1) REPEAT PART C
(1) REPEAT PART B

ENDING (1 BEAT):
(1) “GATOR CHOMP”


ABBREVIATIONS: DS – double step ST –stomp
TCH – touch OTS --out to side
BR – brush XIF --cross in front
RS -- rock step XIB --cross in back

Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/